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1.1. Introduction. The method of forcing was invented by Cohen [C] for

application to set theory. Feferman [F, §2] has adapted the Cohen techniques to

first-order number theory. With Feferman's adaptation it is possible directly to

obtain theorems concerning the existence of sets of natural numbers with pre-

scribed arithmetical properties. (An arithmetical property is one expressible by a

formula F(Xx,..., Xn, xlt..., xm) of second-order number theory having no

bound set variables.) Feferman's basic methods, applied with considerable

ingenuity, suffice to prove some theorems referring to nonarithmetical properties

of sets; this has been done by Feferman [F, §2], Addison [A2], Hinman [H], and

others. It seems, however, that the basic method has limited nonarithmetical

applicability. This fact is not surprising; one should not expect the power of the

forcing method, as applied to a particular language, to extend much beyond the

properties expressible in that language. Thus one is led to attempt to define forcing

for stronger languages. Of course, set theory is itself such a stronger language. But

in order to get good upper bounds on the "computational complexity" of sets

constructed by forcing techniques, it is necessary to use languages which are as

weak as possible. Moreover, the use of the language of set theory introduces

unpleasant complications regarding consistency, absoluteness, etc. Presumably

motivated by these considerations, Feferman in [F, §3] extended forcing to a

language of ramified analysis.

This paper comprises two parts. In the first we shall extend Feferman's notion

of number-theoretic forcing to a stronger language. This construction is rather

complicated, and occupies §§1.2-1.5. In §1.6, the method will be used to deduce

the existence of a pair of sets of numbers possessing a rather strong "in-

comparability property," namely they are both hyperarithmetic in Kleene's set O of

constructive ordinal notations, yet neither is arithmetically definable from the

hyperjump of the other. Our original program was to investigate the structure of

the upper semilattice of hyperdegrees, and the outcome of this investigation, using
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the forcing method of the first part and minor variations thereof, is reported in the

second part. In particular, we consider the following problems: 1. Given a non-

hyperarithmetic set B, construct a set A whose hyperdegree is incomparable with

that of B. 2. Given a partially ordered set P, embed P in the hyperdegrees,

preserving the ordering of P and as much as possible of the join and meet structure.

3. Given a set B of hyperdegree greater than that of Kleene's O, construct a set A

such that Oa =h B. 4. Construct hyperarithmetically incomparable sets whose

hyperdegrees have as least upper bound the hyperdegree of O.

Most of the results were announced in [Tx], [T2], [T4].

The reader will be assumed to have some knowledge of the theory of hyper-

arithmetic sets, as developed by Kleene [KJ, [K2] and Spector [S], and of the

forcing method as presented by Feferman [F, §§1, 2]. N={0, 1,...} is the set of

"numbers." Unless otherwise specified, "set" means "set of numbers." The

ordered pair (a, ¿»> is just the number 2a + 1-3b + 1, similarly for triples, etc. A + B is

the set-theoretic union, and A u B is always the recursively disjoint union; thus

A u 2? = {2a + 1 | A e A} + {30 + 1 \ be B}; and similarly for infinite sums and unions.

Whenever it seems convenient, sets are identified with their representing functions,

and predicates and functions with their graphs. The eth function partial recursive

in A is denoted by eA.

1.2. Arithmetical closure conditions. A set B is said to be defined by closure

conditions arithmetical in the set A if x e B <-> (X)[S(X) -> x e X], where S(X) is

arithmetical in A and is a conjunction of closure conditions. It is evident in this

case that B is U{ in A ; this remains true even if S(X) is only Si in A. For example,

the hyperjump A' of A is defined to be the smallest set satisfying:

1. <l,2>e^'.

2. <[l,a>eA'^(,a, 2a}eA'.

3. (n)«eA(n), eA(n +1)> 6 A1) -* (n)«.eA(n), 3 • 5e> e A').

4. (a, bye A' & <b, c> e A' -> (a, c> e A'.

The above constitute a definition of A' by closure conditions (uniformly)

arithmetical in A. A'(x, y) is usually written x <oA y, but we shall use the simpler

notation as much as possible; N' will do the ordering job usually performed by

<o- (This definition of A' is essentially that of Kreider and Rogers [KR, p. 332].)

If B is defined by closure conditions arithmetical in A, then one may think of the

conditions as generating the elements of B one at a time, in a well-ordered manner,

probably extending into the transfinite. A general lemma would say that the idea

of order of generation can always be made explicit in a manner faithful to the

intuitive notion, and in such a way that (Xxy) (x is generated before y) is arithmetical

in A'. Since a precise statement of such a lemma would be rather opaque, we shall

be content with two special cases: the following Lemma 1, and Lemma 3 of §1.3.

We do not give the proof of Lemma 1, since it is similar to that of Lemma 3, but

simpler.
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Lemma 1. There is a partial function $, whose graph is Yl\ in A, which maps a

subset of QA (a set of A-notations Yl\ in A, well ordered by A', and containing a

unique notation for each ordinal less than wA; cf. [FS]) onto A' such that if

<D(a) = <x, y}

then one of the following holds:

1. x=l & y = 2.

2. y = 2x & (Eb)(A'(b,a) & 0(A) = <l,jc».

3. (Ee)(En)[y = 3-5e & x = eA(ri) & (z)(Eb)(A'(b,a) & <t>(b) = (eA(z), eA(z +1)»].

4. (Ez)(Eb)(Ec)[A'(b, a) & A'(c, a) & ®(b) = (x, z> & <D(c) = <z, y}].

The correspondence between the alternatives of Lemma 1 and the closure

conditions defining A' should be evident. The reader should satisfy himself that

Lemma 1 is indeed a special case of the proposed general lemma.

1.3. Forcing. =S? is the language of elementary number theory, with disjunction,

negation, and existential quantification as logical constants. As nonlogical

constants, ^C has numerals r0\ I1,..., and predicate constants representing

addition, multiplication, equality, and the successor operation. Forcing will be

defined for the language =5f * obtained from J? by adding pairs Ak and A'k (k e N)

of binary predicate letters as nonlogical constants. (In [F, §2] Feferman defined

forcing for essentially the language obtained from JS? by adding only the letters

Ak.) A and B will stand for any of the letters Ak; if A is standing for Ak then A'

will stand for A'k. A is to be thought of as (the representing predicate of the

representing function of) an unspecified set A, and A' as the hyperjump of A. A

set of conditions is a finite set of sentences of ^C* of the form A(vm*, rp) C/<2)

which is consistent in that for no m and A are both Aiftii^, rO"1) and A(rnf, rV) in

the set. Variables such as P, Q,... will range over sets of conditions. The sentences

of J?*, and the sets of conditions, are supposed to be supplied with a Gödel

numbering; a thing and its Gödel number are identified whenever it seems

convenient to do so.

Forcing is a relation between sets of conditions and sentences of »S?*; "P forces

F" will be written "F Ir- F." The predicate P \\- F is defined by induction on (the

number of occurrences of logical constants in) F. F is atomic if it has no logical

constants and arithmetical if none of the letters A or A' appears in it. w(e, A, P)(n)

is eA(n) if the latter is determined by P; to be precise, w(e, A, P)(n)~e9(n), where g

is the partial function g(x)=j if A(fx^, [p) e P and g(x) undefined otherwise. When

it is clear which A is intended, w(e, A, P) will be abbreviated to eP; it is safe, for

example, to write A'(TeP(zy, veP(z + iy) (reP(zy is of course the eP(z)th formal

numeral). In the following definition, clauses 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are from Feferman's

basic definition [F, §2]. Clause 3 treats the atomic case not present in Feferman's

development ; it defines P \r A'^a1, rAn) by arithmetical closure conditions suggested

by the closure conditions defining A'.
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Definition 1.

1. PII- A(rn\ r/1) ** A?n\ "/•) eP.

2. If F is an atomic arithmetical sentence, then P11- F if and only if F is true in the

natural numbers.

3. P\Y A'(T<P, rb]) only as required by:

a. P\\-A'(JV, W).
b. P\\-A'(n\ V)-->iMr¿'(r*1> i2*T).

c. If eP(n) is defined, and if

thenPlh^'(reP(/i)\ rS-S»"1).

(Of course, ß' II- A'(reQ'(zy, reQ'(z + iy) cannot hold unless z and z+1 are in

the domain ofeQ'. This remark applies also in Lemma 1, Lemma 3, and elsewhere.)

d. P\\-A'(rx\ V) & PlhA'^z1, y) ->Plh A'(rxi, ryi).

4. PlhFv G^(PII-ForPlrG).

5. Plh~F<->(ß)0aP~(ßlhF).

6. PII- (£x)F(x) <-> (£«XP 11- F(rn"")).

There is nothing mysterious about Definition 1, except possibly for clause 3c.

The natural thing to attempt for clause 3c would be something like

3c'. If P lh (x)A'(re™(x), V^x+l)), then P lh (x)A'(WA(x), r3-5<).

but that would flagrantly violate our promise to define P If- F by induction on F.

If one understands how II- ought to behave, then one suspects that enough of the

"meaning" of 3c' is captured by 3c. Note, in particular, that if the conditions on A

in P are true of a set A, and if w(e, A, P)(x) is defined, then

w(e, A, P)(x) = eP(x) = eA(x);

and that past experience suggests P lh (x)F(x) <-> («)(ß)Q=p(FO')Q.20ß' lh FC"«1).

It is convenient first to locate lh as a number-theoretic relation. In general, it

ought to be the case that for each proposition F(X, x) the "complexity" of

(XPAx)(P\\- F(A, rx])) is approximately the minimum, over all sets A, of the

"complexity" of (Ax)F(^, x); and similarly for classes of formulas. Theorem 2

asserts some instances of this principle.

Theorem 2.

a.. (AP^c3¿»)(Plh^'(ra\ r*1)) is Iii. (Note that the bound variable A is just a

number variable.)

b. (XPF)(F is atomic and P lh F) fa Tl\.

c. (XPF)(P lh F) is hyper arithmetic in N' ; in fact, it is recursive in (N')(<a).

(Definition. Bm = B, B<n+1) = x(Ey)Tfn)(x, x, y), Bia)=[Jn Bin).)

Proof. Part a holds because (XPab)(P lh A'(ra^, rAn)) was defined, uniformly in A,

by arithmetical closure conditions; part b because the other atomic cases are

recursive. For part c, let rk(F) be the total number of negation signs and existential
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quantifiers in F. Using part b, it is a routine exercise to show the existence of a

recursive function f for which (XPF)(rk(F) = n & P lh F) = {f(n)}(N')<n\ i.e. to show

(XPF)(rk(F) = n &P\rF) to be recursive in (NJn) recursively in n.   Q.E.D.

Sacks suggested the above proof of part c to us, and pointed out that it applies

equally well to Feferman's basic forcing method. Thus the generic sets of [F, §2]

can be made recursive in Nm, essentially the set of true arithmetical sentences,

and the hyperarithmetic, but not arithmetically definable, set constructed by

Feferman is in fact recursive in A^<ra).

Before the notion of a generic sequence of sets can be defined, another instance is

needed of the general lemma on the generation of sets defined by arithmetical

closure conditions.

Lemma 3. There is a partial function Y whose graph is Yl\ and which maps a subset

of QN onto «F, A, x, y) \ P lh A'{Jx\ y)} in such a way that, ifa¥(a) = (P, A, x, y)

then one of the following holds:

1. x=l & y = 2.

2. y = 2x & (Eb)(N'(b,a) & x¥(b) = (P, A, l,x».

3. For some e and n, y =3 y & x = eP(n)

& (Q)^p(z)(EQ')Q^0(Eb)[N'(b, a) & Y(e) = <ß', A, eQ'(z), eQ'(z+ 1)>].

4. (Eb)(Ec)(Ez)[N'(b, a) & N'(c, a) & x¥(b) = (P, A, x, z> & Y(c) = <P, A, z, y}].

Proof. Let Q0, Qx,... be a recursive enumeration of all sets of conditions. Let

Y be the partial function whose graph is the intersection of all solutions G of the

following 2J closure conditions. Then the graph of Y is Yl\. If ae QN, then fin (a)

is the unique natural number n such that a is a notation for X + n with A = 0 or A a

limit ordinal. In the following, A is always Aim)o and P is always Qim)l. Each

clause is to be preceded by the condition a e QN.

1. fin (a) = 2m + 1 -* (a, P,A,l,2)eG (i.e. Y(a) = <P, A, 1, 2».

2. [fin(a) = 3m + 1 & x = (m)2 & (Eb)(N'(b,a) & <b,P,A, 1, x> e G)]

-> (a, P, A, x, 2*> £ G.

3. {fin(a) = 5m + 1 & e = (m)2 & n = (m)3 & x = eP(n)

& (Q)^P(z)(EQ')Q.3Q(Eb)[N'(b,a) & (b, Q', A, eQ'(z), eQ'(z+ 1)> e G]}

-+<.a,P,A,x,3-5e>eG.

4. {fin(a) = 7m + 1 & (Eb)(Ec)(Ez)[N'(b, a) & N'(c, a)

& (b, P, A, (m)2, zyeG & <c, P, A, z, (m)3} e G]}

-> (a, P, A, (m)2, (m)3y e G.

It is clear that the intersection of all solutions for G is in fact the graph of a function,

because essentially the same conditions can be regarded as a definition of Y by

transfinite induction. (That simpler definition of *F is not suitable for our purposes

because it would not be apparent under that definition that Y was Yl\.) By trans-

finite induction, one easily verifies that if Y(a) = <P, A, x, y} then P lh A'(rx^, ry]).

It remains only to show that the range of Y satisfies the closure conditions of
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clause 3 of Definition 1. Noting that if be QN then there are limit notations ex-

ceeding b in QN, one easily verifies conditions a, b, and d. To verify condition c, we

make use of Kreisel's lemma [Kr, p. 307], which asserts that if (x)(Ey)P(x, y),

where P is IIJ, then there is a hyperarithmetic function h such that (x)P(x, h(x)).

Recall also that a hyperarithmetic subset of QN must be bounded in Qf, and that

the range of a hyperarithmetic function is a hyperarithmetic set.

Suppose then that eP(n) is defined and

(*) {Q)^p{z)(EQ')Q.3Q(Eb)[V(b) = <P, A, eQ'(z), eQ'(z + 1)>].

Since the graph of Y is 11} there are, by Kreisel's lemma, hyperarithmetic Skolem

functions Q'=h(Q, z) and b = k(Q, z) for (*). Letting c e Qf be a bound for the

range of k, we can replace (F¿»)[Y(/j)- • •] in (*) by (Eb)[N'(b, c) & Y(¿>)- • •]. Then

for some ae Qf not much exceeding c, clause 3 of the definition of Y applies to

yield Y(a) = <P, A, eP(n),3-5e}.   Q.E.D.

If P lh A'(rx\ ry>) then Y-\P, A, x, y) is the A/'-least a e QN for which Y(a) =

<P, A, x, y\ and <P, A, x, y> < <Q, B, z, w} if N'CF'^P, A, x, y), Y~\Q, B,
z, w)). Since Y is ni, -< is arithmetical in TV'.

One of the properties which a forcing relation ought to have is that if P lh F

and ß2P then ß lh F. Usually it is not a difficult matter to establish this property,

but in the present case difficulties are introduced by clause 3 of Definition 1. We

are forced to appeal to the function Y.

Theorem 4. IfiP lh F and Q^P then Q lh F.

Proof. By induction on F, with six cases corresponding to the six clauses of

Definition 1. All except Case 3 are easy.

Case 3. Fis /F(rxn, ry*). This case is handled by induction on

a = a(x,y) = Y-1(P,A,x,y).

There are four subcases, corresponding to the four alternatives of Lemma 3.

Subcase 1. x =1 &y = 2, is trivial.

Subcase 2. y = 2x & (Eb)(N'(b, a) & Y(Z») = <P, A, l,x». By the induction hy-

pothesis, ß lh A'(rV, V); hence Q\\- A'(rx1,ry1) according to clause 3b of

Definition 1. Subcase 4 is similar.

Subcase 3. y = 3 ■ 5e & x = eP(n) &

(*)   (P')P^P(z)(EP")P..3P,(Eb)[N'(b, a) & Y(/j) = <P", A, eP"(z), eP"(z+ 1)>].

Then also x=eQ(n) (because if g extends/and e'(n) is defined, then e9(ri) is defined

and equal to e'(ri)), and replacing P in (*) by ß clearly results in a true statement.

Hence, by Definition 1, ß lh A'(rx\ ry).   Q.E.D.

The following theorem asserts that the question whether a set of conditions

forces a sentence is decided by only those conditions in the set which are "directly

relevant." This fact permits great simplifications in the applications of the method.
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Theorem 5. If P is a set of conditions and B is a fixed Ak, let

P* = P-{B(rn\tp)\alln,j};

i.e. P* is the set of conditions in P on sets other than B. Let F be any sentence ofL* in

which neither B nor B' occurs. Then P lh F<-> P* lh F.

Proof. Since P^P* it suffices to prove P lh F->-P* lh F. The proof is by

induction on Fand, as usual, only the case "Fis A'^x1, y)" (where A is not B) is

not obvious. This case is proved by induction on a = a(P, x,y) = xV~1(P, A, x, y),

with four subcases, corresponding to the alternatives of Lemma 3. Subcases 1, 2,

and 4 are easy.

Subcase 3. y=3-5e &x=eP(n) &

(*)    (Q)0M(EQ')Q3Q(Eb)[N'(b, a) & Y(¿) = <ß', A, eQ'(z), eQ'(z + l)>].

Observe that if P and ß are any sets of conditions, and if P2 Q*, then P*+ Q is a

(consistent) set of conditions.

Now let ß2P* and fix z arbitrarily. Then Q*+P is a set of conditions, and

Q*+P2P. Hence by (*)

(EQx)Ql ̂ . + P(Eb)[N'(b, a) & Y(Z>) = <ß1> A, eQx(z), eQx(z+ 1)>].

Then by the induction hypothesis

Qïlr A'(TeQx*(z)\reQx*(z+iy),

since for any Q, eQ*(x)~eQ(x). By the observation, since ßi^ß*, ßf + ß is a

set of conditions. So

(ß)02i,.(z)(£ß%.20ß' lh A'(teQ'(z)\ reQ'(z + iy),

namely Q' may be taken to be Q* + Q- Thus P* lh A'^x1, y) according to

Definition 1.    Q.E.D.

1.4. Generic sequences.   If A0, Ax,... is a sequence of sets then

diag {Ak} = 2 [{AkÇn\ W) | n e Ak} + {Ak(*n\ TV) \ n i Ak}},
k

i.e. diag {Ak} is the set of all true conditions on A0, Alt....

Definition 2. A sequence A0, Alt... is generic if (1) for every sentence F of ¿if*

there is a Fs £> = diag {Ak} such that P lh F or P lh ~F, and (2) if F is ^'(r^n. rFn)

and (EP)(P^D&PW-F) then

(£P)(FS Z) & P lh F & (ß)e=p«F, ¿, x, j> < <ß, ¿, x, y))).

The usual definition of generic sequence (Cohen [C], Feferman [F]) requires only

condition (1). Condition (2) is esthetically displeasing, but it causes no real diffi-

culties and we are unable to establish the basic connection between truth and

forcing (Theorem 8, §1.5) for sequences not satisfying (2). We see by the following
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theorem that (2) does not interfere with the construction of generic sequences of

minimal complexity.

Theorem 6. There is a generic sequence A0, Ax, ■ ■ ■ such that \Jn An is hyper-

arithmetic in N' ; in fact (jn An is recursive in Ar'(m>.

Proof. Consider the predicate

Ext (Q, P, F) =df Q 2 P & (Q lh F V ß lh ~F) & (A)(x)(y)[(F is ¿'(V, y))

-> (ß%-3g«ß, A, x, y) < <ß', A, x, y})].

Since lh is recursive in (7v")<ra), and -< is arithmetical in TV', Ext is recursive in (N')m.

(The quantifiers in Ext are all just number quantifiers.) It is clear that

(P)(F)(EQ) Ext (Q,P,F).

For by clause 5 of Definition 1, there are ß2P such that ß lh F or ß lh ~F; if

Fis A'^x1, y), then choose ßx from this class so as to minimize Y_1(ß1; A, x, y)

with respect to the well-ordering N'.

Hence there is a function h recursive in (N')la) such that

(P)(F) Ext (h(P,F),P,F).

Now let F0, Fx,... be a recursive enumeration of the sentences of a1*. Set

F(0) = h(0, Fo),   P(n+l) = h(P(n), Fn + J.

Then J,nP(n) is the diagram of a generic sequence A0, Ax,.... Since xe Ak<->

(En)(A^x\^)eP(n))^(n)(Ak(^x\rV)^P(n)), with (Xn)P(n) recursive in

(N')m, also Un An is recursive in (7v")(ra>.   Q.E.D.

It is clear that for fixed ß we obtain, by setting P(0) = h(Q, F0) instead of

h(0, F0) in the above, a proof of

Theorem 7. For given Q, there is a generic sequence whose diagram includes Q.

Hence, the generic sequences are dense in (2N)N.

In fact, it is not difficult to prove that the class of generic sequences has a meager

(first Baire category) complement in (2N)N. This fact, for Feferman's basic method,

has been applied by Addison [A2] and Hinman [H]. Similar applications are

possible for the present method.

1.5. Forcing and truth. Given a sequence A0, Au ..., there is associated with

each formal sentence F of &* a number-theoretic statement |F|, obtained from F

by replacing each Ak by Ak and each A'k by A'k, and making the obvious replace-

ments for the other nonlogical constants. We point out that for elementary

languages, such as .§?*, no complicated semantical constructions are necessary for

assigning meanings to sentences; nonelementary languages do not have this

pleasant property.

In order that a proposed forcing definition be adequate, it is necessary that the

following theorem hold.
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Theorem 8. Let A0, Ax,... be a generic sequence, and let F be a sentence of 3?*.

Let 7> = diag {Ak}. Then \F\ <-► (FP)(Pf= D&.PW F).

As the proof of Theorem 8 is quite complicated, we proceed by more manageable

steps. In the end, of course, Theorem 8 will be proved by induction on F; the

following lemmas will aid in the proof for the case"Fis/l'(rxn, rj»n)." As indicated

by Lemma 9, all the other cases are easy.

Lemma 9. (a) Theorem 8 holds for sentences F in which none of the letters A'

occur, (b) Hence no set of conditions can force each of a logically inconsistent set of

sentences, none of which contains any A'.

Proof, (a) By induction on F, following Feferman [F, Theorem 2.6]. (b) By

Theorem 7 and (a).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 10. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 8, and hold A fixed; A is Ak if A

is Ak. Set b(x, y)^(N'-min){Y-\Q, A, x, y) \ ß<= D & Q lh A'(rx\ r/1)}. Then, if

(EP)(Pç D&PW- A'(Tx\ V)), one of the following holds:

1. x=l &y = 2.

2. y = 2x &N'(b(l,x),b(x,y)).

3. y = 3- 5e & x = eA(n) & eA is a total function & (z)N'[b(eA(z), e\z+ 1)), b(x, y)}.

4. (Ez)[N'(b(x, z), b(x, y)) & N'(b(z, y), b(x, y))].

Proof. By induction on b = b(x,y). There are four cases, corresponding to the

four alternatives of Lemma 3 ; only case 3 is difficult. So let P be such that

Y(b) = <P,A,x,y>

(so P£F>), and assume that j = 3-5e, x = eP(n), and

(*)   (Q)0,P(z)(EQ\^(Ea)[N'(a, b) & Y(0) = <ß', A, eQ'(z), eQ'(z+ 1)>].

We first claim that eA(m) is defined for every m. For suppose the contrary. By

Lemma 9(a) there is, for some m, a Qo^D which forces (re1A(rm1) is not defined).

Since PS/7 and ß0C D, Q0 + P is a set of conditions. By (*) there is a ß'3 ß0+P

for which eQ'(m) is defined. One easily produces a logically inconsistent set of

sentences, each forced by Q' and none containing any A'. By Lemma 9(b), this is

impossible.

It is evident that x = eP(ri) = eA(n).

Now fix m and let eA(m) = u and eA(m + 1) = v. Choose ß0 so that Ps Q0 s D and

so that eQo(m) = u and eQ0(m+ l) = v. There must be a ß£/7 such that

ß lh A'(^u\ V).

For otherwise there is a Q, with ß0£ ß£ D, such that ß II—A'C^u1, V). Then by

clause 5 of Definition 1, (ß')0=0(a) ~ [Y(a) = <ß', A, u, »>]. But for Q'=>Q^Q0

we have eQ'(m) = eQ(m) = eQ0(m) = u, and similarly for v. Hence

(Q')o-^(a) ~ [Y(a) = <ß', A, eQ'(m), eQ'(m+ 1)>],

contrary to (*).
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So let ßc D be such that ß lh A'(ftp, rif). We now make essential use of clause

2 of Definition 2. ß may be chosen so that

(ß%' = e«ß. A, u, v) < <ß', A, u, v)).

Let Qx = P+ Q+ ßo- Then by (*)

(.EQa)9a3Ql(Ea)[N'(a, b) & Y(a) = <ß2, A, u, »>].

Since ß2=ß, ¿(W,i;)<g,Y-1(ß,^,w,f)<arY-1(ß2,^,w,f)<S'a<oe = Kx,j),

which is the third alternative of the present lemma.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 11. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 8. Let G(x) be a formula of £?* in

which only x is free. If(m)(EP)(P^ D&Plr G(rm^)) then

(EP)PzD(m)(Q)Q3P(EQ%.3QQ' lh G(W).

Proof. Look at the sentence (Ex)~G(x). By clauses 5 and 6 of Definition 1.

there is no P^D which forces (Ex)~G(x). Hence there is a PsD which forces

~(Ex)~G(x). Again by clauses 5 and 6 of Definition 1, P has the required

property.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 8. By induction on F. Six cases, corresponding to the clauses

of Definition 1. Only case 3 is difficult; for the remainder of the proof, then, let F

be ¿'(V, y).

To prove (EPyP^ D & P lh F) -*■ |F|, we use induction on b(x, y), as defined in

Lemma 10. There are four subcases, corresponding to the alternatives of Lemma

10; the easy details are left to the reader.

It remains to prove |F| -> (EP)(P<^ D & P lh F). Let O be a function satisfying

Lemma 1. The proof is by induction on c(x, y)^(A'-min){c | 0(c) = <x, yy};

there are four subcases, corresponding to the alternatives of Lemma 1. Only

subcase 3 requires explanation. Assume then that _y=3-5e, x = eA(n), and (as

follows immediately from alternative 3 of Lemma 1)

(z)A'[c(eA(z),eA(z+l)),c(x,y)].

By the induction hypothesis,

(z)(u)(v)[u ¿ eA(z) V v ¥= eA(z+l) V (EP)(P^D &Plh ¿'(r*\ r»1))]-

Applying Lemma 9(a),

(z)(u)(v)(EP){P^D &Plh [V # T¿\A(r¿i) v r„i ^ re-U(rzi+1) v A>(rMi} r„i)]}.

Then by Lemma 11,

(*)   (EP)P B D(z)(«)(i;)(ß')g' B p(Fß")o» B o'

ß"lh [V ?¿V^(rzi) v V ^ V¿(r¿i + i) v ¿r/»1- V)].

Let P satisfy (*) and also, by Lemma 9(a),

(**) P lh (re1A is a total function).
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Let z be arbitrary and ß be any extension of P. Let ß'2 ß so that u = eQ'(z)

and v — eQ'(z+ 1) are defined; such ß' exists by (**). By (*)

(Fß")Q»2Q-ß"lh [V ^ V-<(rti) v V jé V^(rzi + i) v ¿'(V, V)].

The other possibilities being absurd (since ß"2 ß'), it must be that ß" lh ̂ 'C«1, ri>n).

It has thus been shown that

(z)(Q)Q^P(EQ")Q:3QQ" lh ¿'(r«ß*(*)\ reQ"(z+iy);

hence P lh /I'Cx1, ryT) according to clause 3c of Definition 1.   Q.E.D.

1.6. An ¡ncomparability result. A set B is said to be arithmetically dependent

on a class Jf of sets if there is an arithmetical predicate S(X, Y0,..., Yn) such

that, for some C0, • • -, C„ in X~, B is the unique X satisfying S(X, C0,..., Cn). It

easy to see that, if B is arithmetically dependent on Jf, then 77 <h [Jo Ck for some

C0, Cx,..., Cn in Jf. (We write A <T B if A is recursive in 77, and A <h B if A is

hyperarithmetic in B.) The converse is not valid, by Feferman [F, §2]. If 7i is

arithmetical in Jt~ (i.e. in some C0,..., Cn in Jf), then Bis arithmetically dependent

on JT; the converse is again false.

In this section we shall prove

Theorem 12. If A0, Ax,... is a generic sequence, then A{ is not arithmetically

dependent on {Äj \ j^ i}.

Before proving Theorem 12, we state several corollaries.

Corollary 1. There are sets A and B hyperarithmetic in N' (in fact, recursive in

(N'ya)), neither of which is arithmetically dependent on the hyper jumps of the other.

Corollary 2. There are sets A and B hyperarithmetic in N' such that neither set

is expressible in either one-function-quantifier form relative to the other set.

Corollary 3. There are sets A and B hyperarithmetic in N' whose hyperdegrees

are incomparable.

Corollary 4. There is a set A such that A <„ A' =h N' but A £r N'.

Corollary 1 follows directly from Theorems 6 and 12. It expresses the strongest

" i ncomparability result" known to us for sets hyperarithmetic in N'. (Cf. our

[T2] for stronger ¡ncomparability with weaker upper bounds.)

Since in general C <h N' -> C =h N', Corollary 1 cannot be strengthened to

assert that neither set is hyperarithmetic in the hyperjump of the other.

To prove Corollary 2, note that if A is expressible in either one-function-

quantifier form relative to B then A is recursive in, hence arithmetically dependent

on, B'. According to Addison [AJ, it follows from the axiom of constructibility

that of any two sets, one is expressible in both two-function-quantifier forms

relative to the other. Hence Corollary 2 is the strongest provable incomparability

result expressible just in terms of the analytic hierarchy.
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Corollary 3 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2. It was first proved by

Feferman [F, §3], using forcing applied to a ramified language.

Regarding Corollary 4, we have A <h A' =hN'; but if A <T N' then A <T N'

<T B', contrary to Corollary 1. It is obvious that C <T D -h>- C <h D but not con-

versely; however the only counterexamples to the converse previously known to us

have had C =h D.

Proof of Theorem 12. We modify Feferman's [F, §2.12]. Suppose for definite-

ness that /=0. For fixed n, define transformations t on sets of conditions and on

sentences of SC* by

t(P) = P if for no j is A0(rn\ rp) e P

= P-{A0(T„\ 71)} +{A0('n\ T\-p))   if   A0(*n\ rf)eP

and

t(F) is the result of replacing each occurrence of A0(u, v) (for any terms «

and v) in F by [(« = V & ~ A0(u, v)) v (uÏ W & A0(u, »))].

This t is essentially Feferman's t [F, Theorem 2.8]. Following Feferman most of

the way, we prove, by induction on F, that if the letter A'0 does not occur in F, then

P lh £<->• t(P) lh /(F). The only case where we must go beyond Feferman's proof is

"F is /F(rx\ y)" (where A is not A0). In that case t does not change F, and by

Theorem 5 the possible change which t effects on P is of no consequence.

Now suppose A0 to be a solution of S(X, A'x,..., A'm). (We show that AQ is not

the unique solution.) Then \S(A0, A'x,..., A'm)\ holds. Let P*=,diag{Ak} be such

that P lh S(A0, Ai,..., A'm). Let n be such that for no; is Ao^n1, rp) e P. Use n to

define the transformations t. Then t(P)=P, so P\\-t(S(AQ,A'1,...,A'm)). Hence

\t(S(A0, A'x,..., A'm))\ holds, i.e. S(C, A'x, ...,A'm) holds, where C(x)=A0(x) for

x^n and C(n)= 1 -A0(n).    Q.E.D.

2.1. Applications. In this second part of the paper, the forcing method presented

in the first part is applied to the study of the upper semilattice of hyperdegrees. In

most cases, the full power of the method is not utilized, the results being stated

rather at the level of Corollary 3 to Theorem 12 than at the level of Corollary 1. It

seems quite possible that the methods of [F, §3] could be applied at this lower level,

but it would be a difficult task.

For each of the problems mentioned at the end of §1.1, a modification of the

language ¿if* is devised. The forcing relation previously defined for Sf* is then

modified slightly to fit the new language. The verification that the usual properties

of the forcing relation continue to hold will be omitted since the proofs of §§1.2-1.5

are easily adapted. The definition of "generic sequence" will remain the same,

except that the relation -< of Definition 2 is implicitly adapted to the new circum-

stances. Rather more detail may be found in [T3].

2.2. A hyperdegree incomparable with a given nonzero hyperdegree. S£ remains

the language of elementary number theory. Let B be a given nonhyperarithmetic
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set. We are to find a set hyperarithmetically incomparable with B. 3?(B) is obtained

from 3? by adjoining binary predicate letters B representing (the representing

predicate of the representing function of) the set B, and B' representing the hyper-

jump B' of B. J?*(B) is obtained from ¿f(B) by adjoining a single pair A, A' of

"generic" binary predicate letters. (We construct a single generic set rather than

an infinite sequence just for simplicity of notation.) A sentence of 3*(B) is said to

be atomic if none of the logical constants appears in it, and arithmetical if it is a

sentence of &(B). Each arithmetical sentence has an unambiguous meaning at the

outset ; a meaning is assigned to an arbitrary sentence simply by choosing a set A

as the interpretation of A. A set of conditions is a finite consistent set of sentences

of the form A^n1, rp)(j< 2). The forcing relation for i£*(B) is defined by Definition

1 (with the new meaning of "arithmetical" and with A now being A and not an

arbitrary At).

By an easy modification of §1.3, the forcing relation is hyperarithmetic in B'.

The notion of generic set is defined as in §1.3. Then there is a generic set A <h 77'.

Theorem 13. If A is generic, then A and B have incomparable hyperdegrees; in

fact hyp (A) n hyp (P) = 0.

[hyp (A) is the hyperdegree of A ; T0~[= hyp (N) ; if r/in and r/tn are hyperdegrees

then h u k is their least upper bound, h n k is their greatest lower bound, if it

exists, and A' is the hyperjump of A.]

Proof. The proof of Theorem 12 is easily modified to show that A is not

arithmetically definable from B'; it follows that A is not hyperarithmetic, so we

need only show hyp (A) n hyp (B)=0.

Suppose first that S is a set ni in A and in B. Then by [Sp, §§2, 3] there are

primitive recursive functions fand g such that

(1) (x){x eS^ A'(f(x), 2'<*>) « B'(g(x), 2**>)}.

By the fundamental property of generic sets (Theorem 8) there is a

P £ diag (A) = {A(Jh*, r0">) | n e A}+{A?n\ T) | n i A}

such that

(2) P lh (x)[A'(f(x), 2'<*>) *-* B'(g(x), 2**>)].

(The " sentence " above is of course only an abbreviation for a proper sentence of

¿?*(B).) We claim that

(3) (x)[x e S<-> (£ß)sa,ß lh A'(V(x)\ W*»)].

Since the forcing relation restricted to sentences of the form A'(rx^, rj»n) is U{ (as in

Theorem 2), and remembering that ß is just a number variable, (3) expresses S in

n} form.

Now one half of the claim is trivial, for if x e S then A'(rf(xy, T2f{xn) is true, so

there is a ß with P<£ ß^diag (A) such that ß lh A'(rf(xy, r2'{x)1). To prove the
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other half, suppose that ß2P and ß lh A'(rf(xy, Wn). By (2), there is a ßx2 ß

such that

Qx II- WCA»)1. r2^)1)^£'(rg(x)"', W»)]

and then because of the assumption on Q, there is a ß22 ß! such that

ß2lh£'(rg(x)i, W*»).

But the latter sentence is arithmetical (as the term was defined for ¿i?*(B)) and can

be forced only if it is true. By (1) it follows that xe S.

Thus any set ni in A and in 77 is Tl{ absolutely. The same holds with Si in place

of nj (consider the complement of S), so that any set hyperarithmetic in A and in B

is hyperarithmetic.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. IfO<h, then there is a k with 0<k<h', A | k, and h n k=0.

It is not difficult to prove that the class of nongeneric sets is meager (first Baire

category) in 2N (with the usual product topology). Hence we have also

Corollary 2. 7/7i is not hyperarithmetic, then the class of sets hyperarithmetically

comparable with B is meager.

Since mx><»x only if r0n'< hyp (B), it follows that

Corollary 3. tuf = <ox, except for a meager class of sets B.

2.3. Countable embeddings. Let P be any set and < be a partial ordering of P.

An embedding of P in the hyperdegrees is a mapping <f> : P -*• 2N such that

cj>(a) <h <f>(b) <-> a < b.

Denote least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds in P by u and n, respectively.

An embedding </> is said to be u-preserving [n-preserving] if whenever a u b

exists cj>(a u b) =h </>(a) u cf>(b) [whenever a n b exists hyp (cb(a)) n hyp (</>(b))

exists and is equal to hyp (<j>(a n b))]. Finally, <j> is lattice-preserving if it is both

u-preserving and n-preserving.

Theorem 14. There is a lattice-preserving embedding of the lattice Rec of recursive

sets under inclusion in the hyperdegrees less than 0'.

Proof. Let j£f *(Rec) be the language of elementary arithmetic augmented by

binary predicates AR and A'R for all R e Rec. AR is intended to represent

{J{Ak\keR} = {px + 1\keR hxe Ak},

where the Ak are unspecified sets, and A'R is intended to represent the hyperjump of

AR. The definition of P lh F is altered accordingly, as follows. A set of conditions

remains a finite, consistent set of sentences (but not sentences of -S?*(Rec)) of the

form AH(Tn\T) (j< 2).
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1. P\rA^x\T)^{(Ek)(Ey)[x=pV1 A ke RhAk(^\^)eP]

V [j = 1 A ~(Ek)(Ey)[x =pl + 1 AkeR]}.

3. [As 3 of Definition 1, with A' replaced by A'R and eP taken as an abbreviation

for ePR, which is {e}A" insofar as the latter is determined by P.]

2, 4, 5, 6. [As in Definition 1.]

Using a suitable arithmetical enumeration of the recursive sets, a Gödel

numbering of the sentences of =£?*(Rec) can be established; thus lh for -2'*(Rec)

becomes a number-theoretic relation. As in §1.3, lh is hyperarithmetic in A^', and

there is a generic sequence A0, Ax,... of sets, all hyperarithmetic in N'. Define

<f> : Rec ->- 2" by (f>(R) = AB = [J{An \ ne R}. It is claimed that ^ is a lattice-preserving

embedding.

Plainly, R^S^<t>(R) <h <f>(S). Conversely, if R£S, let y e R-S. The methods

of §1.6 show that Ay $„ As. But Ay <h AR, so it follows that AR $„ As. It is also

clear that <j> is u-preserving. To see that <f> is n-preserving, note first that

hyp (¿(Z? n S))

is a lower bound for hyp (<f>(R)) and hyp (<f>(S)) because of the order-preserving

property of <f> established above. It remains only to prove that whenever B <h AR

and B <h As then B <h ARns-

In fact, a stronger statement holds. Suppose B is Yl\ in AR and H{ in As. Then

there are recursive /, g such that

(x){x eB^A'R(f(x), 2'<*>) ^ ~A's(g(x), 2«*%

and hence there is a Psdiag {An} such that

(1) Pfr (x)[A'R(f(x), 2'<*>) <-► ~ A's(g(x), 2*->)].

Let Agr (ß) mean that ß agrees with diag {An} for indices in R n S, i.e.,

(x)(j)(n)[n eRnS A AnCJx\ r/i) e Q -> An(x,j)].

Then we shall see that

(2) x e B <-► (£ß)0 B p [Agr (ß) A ß lh /li(>/(x)i, r^^)]

(3) x $ B ̂  (EQ)Q aP [Agr (ß) A ß lh A's(^g(xy, W*»)].

The above express B and its complement in II} form relative to ARns (for (£ß) is a

number quantifier, Agr is arithmetical in ARns, and lh is 11} absolutely); thus it will

follow that B <h ARns.

The implications from left to right in (2) and (3) are trivial, for ß can be taken

Ç diag {An}. Suppose then that QX = P, Agr (Qx), and Qx lh A'R(V(xy, r2/ta)1). By

the analogue for the present language of Theorem 5, we may assume that ßx— P

mentions An only for ne R. Now suppose also that x £ B. Then there is a Q2 = P

such that Agr(ß2) and ß2 lh A's(rg(xy, r2g0t)1). Again, it is safe to assume that
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ß2-Pmentions An only for« e S. The requirements "Agr (ßO" "ßj-Pmentions

only AR," "Q2-P mentions only As," and "fi¡2P" together assure that Qx + Q2

is a (consistent) set of conditions. But ßi+ß2 forces both A'R(rf(xy, r2^(acn) and

A's(rg(xy, r2«(*n), contrary to (1). This proves the implication from right to left in

(2), and (3) is treated similarly.    Q.E.D.

We shall make use of the following well-known proposition (for which we are

unable to find a reference), which was called to our attention by Professor Anil

Nerode.

Proposition 1. Let B be a countable Boolean algebra of subsets of N which

contains every finite set and which contains, with each infinite set M, two infinite

disjoint sets whose union is M. Then B is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of

recursive sets.

As a corollary of Proposition 1, we have

Proposition 2. If P is any countable partially ordered set then there is a ^-pre-

serving [n-preserving] embedding of P in the lattice Rec of recursive sets.

Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that P^N; let <x be the partial

ordering of P. Define J:P^2N by 7(a) = {m \ a £ x m}. Then J(a u b) =J(a)+J(b)

whenever a u b exists. J[P] can easily be extended to a Boolean algebra 77 satisfying

Proposition 1. The u-preserving embedding of P in Rec consists of 7, followed by

an isomorphism B -> Rec. To obtain an n-preserving embedding, replace J(a) by

K(a) = {m | m <xa}.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. IfP is a countable partially ordered set then there is a u-preserving

[n-preserving] embedding of P in the hyperdegrees less than 0'.

It is not difficult to prove that the lattice-preserving embedding of Theorem 14 is

also a lattice-preserving embedding in the degrees. (Details appear in [T3].) Hence

we have also

Corollary 2. There is a lattice-preserving embedding of'Rec in the degrees. IfP

is a countable partially ordered set, there is a u-preserving [n-preserving] embedding

of P in the degrees.

2.4. Uncountable embeddings. We turn now to the problem of embedding a

partially ordered set P, of cardinality at most that of the continuum, such that each

element of P has only finitely many predecessors.

Theorem 15. Let Fin be the lattice of finite subsets of2N. There is a lattice-

preserving embedding of Fin in the hyperdegrees.

Proof. Consider the languages i?*(«), which are like i?*(Rec) except that pairs

AR, A'R are adjoined only for /?S{0, 1,...,«— 1}. A set of conditions is a set of

sentences A^m1, ryM) for j < 2, k<n. A generic sequence for-Sf*(n)is then a finite
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sequence A0,...,An-x of sets. By a proof similar to that of Theorem 14, if A0,...,

An-x is generic for ¿f*(n), then <f> is a lattice-preserving embedding in the hyper-

degrees of the lattice of subsets of {0,..., n— 1}, where <f>(R) = AR= (J {Am \ me R}.

Hence, to prove the present theorem it suffices to construct sets Att (a e 2N) such

that whenever a0,..., an _ j are all distinct then Aao,..., Attn _, is generic for -S?*(n) ;

the map 0: Fin -> 2V defined by </<({a0,..., am})= (J {Att) \j<m} is the desired

embedding. [To make ifi well-defined, select any linear ordering of 2N and order

finite subsets according to the induced order.]

We omit most of the formal details of the construction of the sets Aa (they

appear in [T3]) and present an informal outline. One constructs generic sequences

by considering in turn each of the (countably many) sentences of the language

involved; at the time the sentence H is considered, one makes the sequence

"generic with respect to ZZ."

The sets Aa will be approximated by partial functions Aäm with finite domains.

The notation is intended to convey that AäW depends only on a(n), and not really

on a. At stage r we shall, in several steps, extend the partial functions As (for

sequence numbers s, of length r, representing sequences of 0's and l's) to partial

functions At (lh(t) = r+ 1), so that At extends As whenever t extends s. We consider,

at stage r, a particular sentence H of a particular language ¿¡f*(n). We attempt at

stage r to make Aa¡s,..., Aan_, "generic with respect to ZZ," for all sequences

cc0, • • •, «n -1 of distinct members of 2N. In this attempt we shall be only partly

successful, because at stage r we can distinguish between Aa and Ae only if

ä(r+ l)^=ß(r+1). We therefore attack H at infinitely many stages so that eventually

we distinguish among any fixed distinct a0,.. .,a„_x- Now at stage r there are

finitely many ways of associating the sequence numbers of length r +1 with the n

numerical subscripts of the adjoined pairs Ak, A'k of S?*(n). Each step of stage r

corresponds to one such association. Let Asir+1) = AáW. The first association

determines a set of conditions for SF*(n), which is extended as demanded by H;

the extension in turn determines new partial functions A\ir+r> extending A%r+iy

Proceed thus through all the steps, and let Aá(r + 1) be the final result. The required

genericity is evident.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. Let P be a partially ordered set of cardinality at most that of the

continuum, such that each element of P has only finitely many predecessors. Then

there is an C\-preserving embedding ofP in the hyperdegrees.

Corollary 2. There is a lattice-preserving embedding of Fin in the degrees; ifP

satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1, then there is an C\-preserving embedding of

P in the degrees.

Proofs. Suppose, without loss of generality, thatPs2N; let <j be the ordering of

P. Then K(a) = {b \ b <x a} is an n-preserving embedding of P in Fin. Follow K

with a lattice-preserving embedding of Fin in the hyperdegrees, proving Corollary

1. Corollary 2 is proved similarly, after noting that the embedding of Fin in the
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hyperdegrees given by Theorem 15 is also a lattice-preserving embedding in the

degrees. Again, the details may be found in [T3].   Q.E.D.

In [Sa, §§2-4] Sacks proved several theorems concerning embeddability of

partial orderings in the degrees. Some of these are extended to u-preserving,

n-preserving, or lattice-preserving embeddability by our Corollaries 2 to Theorems

14 and 15.

On the other hand, we have not been able to prove embeddability in the hyper-

degrees for all the partial orderings which Sacks proved embeddable in the degrees.

It should be noted that Theorems 1 and 3 of [Sa, §3] are not true of the hyper-

degrees, because their truth would imply that no infinite ascending sequence of

hyperdegrees has a least upper bound. Thus it will not be easy to adapt Sacks'

arguments to the hyperdegrees.

2.5. Complete hyperdegrees. The hyperdegree A is said to be complete if

h = k' for some hyperdegree rk1. Evidently, if A is complete then A>0'. In

this section we shall prove the converse. For the remainder of the paper, we shall

work with the language ¿Cf, obtained from i? by adjoining just one pair A, A' of

"generic" constants.

Lemma 16. If A is generic, then Ä ==T A U N'.

Proof. It is well known that N' <T A' and A <T A'.

If A is generic, then

A'(x, y) <-> (EP)[P £ diag (A) A P lh A'(rx\ ryi)]

<-+(P)[P £ diag 04)^ ~Plh ~A'(rx\ r/1)].

Now (XPxy)P lh A'Çx\ V) is ni and (XPxy)P lh ~A'Çx}, *f) is Si ; thus both are

recursive in N'. Hence the above express A' in both one-number-quantifier forms

relative to A, N'.   Q.E.D.

Corollary. If A is generic, then N' $ft A.

Theorem 17. There is a function h <h N' such that (B)(EA)[(A is generic) A

(A <n N' u B) A (n)(n e 7i <-► h(n) e A)].

Proof. Let Ext (Q, P, F) be the predicate introduced in the proof of Theorem 6;

Ext (Q, P, F) means, in the language of §2.4, that ß is an extension of P which

makes A generic with respect to the sentence F. It was shown that Ext <h N' and

that (P)(F)(EQ) Ext (Q, P, F). Three functions Ps(n), Q$(n), and h(n) are to be

defined simultaneously by induction on n, uniformly for sequence numbers s

representing sequences of O's and l's with lh(s)>n+ 1. F0, Fx,... is a recursive

enumeration of all the sentences of i?i*, and pP means the least P in some recursive

well-ordering of all sets of conditions.

Ps(0) = (pP)Ext(P, 0,FO).

h(n)=l+max {m | (Es)(Ej)[lh(s) = n+ 1 A (AÇnfi, ""/») ePs(n))]}.

Qs(n)=Ps(n) + {A(^(n)\ W)}.

Ps(n+ l) = (pP) Ext (P, ßs(»2), Fn + 1).
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Then h is recursive in Ext, hence hyperarithmetic in N'. For any fixed B, let A be

the set whose diagram is 2nFB<B + i)(«). Then h and A meet the requirements of the

theorem.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.   If B >„ ZV', then there is a generic set A such that B=hA'uN'

Corollary 2. There are sets A such that wf = £«! but wf is arbitrarily large.

2.6. Two hyperdegrees whose least upper bound is 0'.

Theorem 18. There are generic sets A0, Ax such that A0 u Ax =h N'.

Proof. We approximate the sets A¡ by partial representing functions A?; Af + 1 is

always an extension of A". A° is the empty function. At stage 2«, proceed as follows :

SetQo = {A(^x\T)\Ano(x)=j}.

P=(}iQ) Ext (Q,Qo,Fn).
Ano + 1(x)=j^A(^x\rp)eP.

A\ + \x) =j <-► {(jc e N' A AV \x) = /) V (x $ ZV A An0 + \x) = 1 -j)}.

At stage 2n+ 1, interchange the roles of A0 and Ax. Then each At is generic; and At

is recursive in Ext, Zv", hence hyperarithmetic in ZV". Since

xeN'<-+[xeA0*->xeAx],       N' <TA0U Ax- Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. There are hyperdegrees h0, hx such that h0 <0', hx <0', A0 | A1; a«J

ÄqUä^O'.

Proof. By Theorem 18 and the corollary to Lemma 16.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2. Ifh>0', then h is the least upper bound of its proper predecessors.

Proof. By Corollary 1 and Theorem 17, A = hyp (B') for some B. By relativizing

the proof of Theorem 18, obtain sets A0, Ax <h B' such that A0 u Ax =k B'.

We do not know whether there are incomparable hyperdegrees h0, hx such

that A0 n Aj=0 and A0 u A1=0'(2). Although each of the sets A¡ of Theorem 5

is generic for S£x*, there is no reason to believe that the pair of them is generic for

the language with two pairs of adjoined constants.

2.7. Conclusion. We believe that the forcing method will continue to be a

useful tool for constructing sets with specified properties of recursion-theoretic

interest, and thus it would seem worthwhile to understand the method, in its full

generality, in recursion-theoretic terms. It appears to us that one of the most

significant ways of classifying the forms of the method is according to the strength

of the language (¡C) utilized together with the complexity of the intended interpre-

tations of the adjoined symbols (A, A'). Thus the form used in [F, §2] is quite weak;

(2) Mr. Joseph Harrison has recently shown that such hyperdegrees exist. His proofs do not

use any forcing method.
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it is strengthened in [F, §3] by strengthening the underlying language, and in the

present §§1.3-1.6 by using adjoined symbols having more complex interpretations.

As a first estimate, one would expect the languages appropriate to the problems

of §§2.2-2.6 to be, with the adjoined symbols, just strong enough to express such

statements as A <h B. The languages actually used were plainly stronger. This

explains the fact that the solutions obtained were better than required (cf. §2.1).

But if the methods were too coarse, then one would expect to be able to solve the

problem posed in §2.2 only under an assumption stronger than "0<hyp(fi)"

(perhaps " B is not arithmetically definable from N' "). This is a matter which should

be cleared up by a general theory of forcing.
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